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Synchrotron Radiation:
Planetary Applications

The synchrotron radiation provides a stable and high spectral resolution EUV/UV source for molecular 

spectroscopy in planetary sciences, especially in isotopic planetology. The photoabsorption cross sections of 

molecules such as water, hydrogen chloride, ammonia, methane, and ethane and several of their isotopologues 

have been measured at the NSRRC. Applications of the measured cross sections to solar planets and their satellites 

(Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Titan) have been presented in or submitted to journal articles. In this article, some of the 

published and unpublished results will be discussed, with a special emphasis on the nitrogen-15 to nitrogen-14 

ratios in the atmosphere of Titan for providing useful constraints on the evolution of its atmosphere.

The isotopic ratios in molecules provide a useful 

constraint to the chemical and physical processes in the 

atmospheres of planets and their satellites. For example, the 

D/H ratio of water (HDO and H2O) in the upper atmosphere 

of Mars is the consequence of both chemical (photolytic) 

and physical (condensation/evaporation) processes. The 

D/H ratios for HD/H2 and CH3D/CH4 in the atmosphere of 

Jupiter are ~2.3×10-5. The isotopic composition other than 

these two species in Jupiter has not been measured. A 

theoretical study conducted previously shows that C2H6, 

the most abundant hydrocarbon compound produced 

photochemically via the photodecomposition of CH4 in the 

upper atmosphere of Jupiter, is enriched in D. The predicted 

D/H ratio in C2H5D/C2H6 is about 15 times that of HD/H2

or CH3D/CH4. In the lower atmosphere, the photolytically 

initiated isotopic fractionation processes for hydrocarbon 

chemistry that operate in the upper atmosphere are 

severely curtailed by the shielding at wavelengths <160 nm 

due to CH4 and C2H6. The photolytic processes of ammonia, 

driven by photons with wavelengths <230 nm, in the 

lower stratosphere and upper troposphere are the most 

significant disequilibrium processes. 

The photoabsorption of CH4 is significant in the 

region above ~0.1 mbar pressure level, and NH3 molecules 

become the dominant UV absorbers below ~200 mbar. The 

photolytic products of NH3 such as H, NH, and NH2 could 

adequately react with C2H6 in the lower stratosphere/upper 

troposphere, and thereby modify the D/H ratio in ethane 

that is initially produced in the upper atmosphere of 

Jupiter. The measured photosbsorption cross sections of 

NH3 and NH2D are shown in Fig. 1. It demonstrates that the 

photolysis of ammonia will cause the photolytic products 

of ammonia to be isotopically depleted compared with 

their parent molecules, ammonia. Therefore, the predicted 
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enhanced D/H ratio in ethane mediated by CH4 photolysis 

alone may be affected.

 A simple order of magnitude argument is used to 

estimate the influence of the ammonia photolysis. It is known 

that the isotopic exchange reaction between D and H2 is 

fast. The exchange time scale is on the order of 103 sec 

at 300 mbar, while the ammonia photolysis is as large 

as 107 sec. So the ammonia photolytic effect to other 

species is severely diluted. To our knowledge, there is no 

significant chemical source of ammonia in the troposphere 

of Jupiter and the isotopic exchange between ammonia 

and molecular hydrogen is  s low. So the ammonia 

isotopic fractionation arises mainly from photolysis and 

condensation/evaporation processes.

The maximum isotopic fractionation defined as 

the deviation of the ratio of the isotopic and normal 

species to that in the deep atmosphere of ammonia due 

to photolysis is ~-300 per mil (-300 parts in thousand) at 

~300 mbar. However, it is generally believed that ammonia 

could condense to form clouds in the troposphere. The 

condensation and evaporation of ammonia would be 

analogous to that of water, which produces water vapor to 

be isotopically depleted in the upper atmosphere of Mars 

compared with that in the lower atmosphere. An estimate 

of the isotopic fractionation due to condensation follows. 

Assuming the ammonia abundance in the deep atmosphere 

to be 2×10-3, we find that ammonia can condense in the 

regions between ~400 and 800 mbar. Above 400 mbar 

level, the ammonia photochemistry dominates. Below 

800 mbar level, the temperature is too warm to allow the 

precipitation. Including the photolytic processes deplete the 

isotopic composition by a factor of ~2 at 300 mbar. So the 

isotopic composition of ammonia provides a sensitive tool 

for understanding the microphysics and meteorology in the 

troposphere of Jupiter.

Elemental and isotopic measurements provide a 

wealth of information for the formation and evolution of 

solar system. The currently favored formation scenario for 

giant planets suggests that heavier elements are enriched 

compared with the solar or protosolar abundances. The 

degree of enrichments (roughly by a factor of ~3, compared 

with solar abundances, for Jupiter) represents the fraction 

of core mass to the surrounding gaseous envelope, as well 

as the conditions such as temperature for trapping these 

elements in the icy planetesimals for the formation of giant 

planets. Molecular nitrogen is the biggest N reservoir in 

solar nebulae. However, it is so volatile that it can hardly be 

incorporated into planets during their formation. Ammonia 

is likely to be the major N carrier in giant planets. It has 

been shown that ion-molecule reactions in interstellar 

clouds could enrich 15N/14N in HCN relative to N2. Yet the 

observed 15N/14N for Jupiter smaller than that for the comet 

Hale-Bopp suggests that the measured 15N/14N in ammonia 

represents the protosolar value. In contrast, our calculation 

suggests that the inferred 15N/14N in the lower atmosphere 

of Jupiter could be modified by the photolytic processes of 

ammonia above ~700 mbar level.

The explanation for the formation and evolution of 

Titan's massive N2 atmosphere has remained a challenge 

since its discovery in the 1980s by Voyager 1. The discovery 

of the depleted 14N/15N ratio on Titan, relative to those 

on the Earth and Jupiter, implies that Titan experienced 

hydrodynamic escape of nitrogen similar to the hydrogen 

escape on palaeo-Earth. The Cassini-Huygens mission 

observed depletion of the noble gases such as 36Ar and 40Ar 

relative to those on the Earth, suggesting that the primordial 

nitrogen was captured as NH3, instead of N2. Therefore, 

the isotopic composition of nitrogen provides a powerful 

constraint, not only on the formation and evolution of 

Titan's atmosphere, but also on the evolutionary history of 

nitrogen compounds in the solar nebula.

The Cassini-Huygens-derived 14N/15N ratio in N2 is ~183, 

but the ratio in HCN observed by ground-based telescopes is 

in the range ~60-110, depending on the temperature profile 

assumed in the data reduction. The explanation for the large 

difference between the 14N/15N ratios in N2 and HCN on 
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Fig. 1: Upper: The measured total photoabsorption cross section of NH3

in Mb. Lower: The ratio of the cross sections of the isotopically 
substituted ammonia ( ) and the normal ammonia ( 0 ). The black 

and red curves are for 15NH3 and NH2D, respectively.
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Titan provides yet another challenge for planetary science. 

The production of HCN is initiated by the dissociation of 

N2. Most of the known biogeochemical processes possess 

isotopic fractionations with magnitudes 1-100 per mil, with 

the exception of O2 photolysis at Lyman- , which enhances 

the yield of heavy O(1D) by as much as a factor of ten. Given 

that the 14N/15N ratio for N2 is a factor of two greater than 

that for HCN, a process similar to O2 Lyman-  photolysis 

is needed for the solution of this problem. With the aid of 

isotopic photoabsorption/photodissociation cross sections 

computed using an innovative quantum-mechanical 

molecular model, the photolytic fractionation of 14N14N

and 14N15N is considered (Fig. 2). We show that the large 

discrepancy in the 14N/15N ratio between N2 and HCN can 

be explained readily to be driven primarily by photolytic 

processes in N2.

The large difference between the nitrogen isotope 

ratios observed in N2 and HCN can readily be explained by 

the photochemical processes of 14N14N and 14N15N, together 

with an additional source of atomic nitrogen, produced by 

cosmic-ray and Saturnian magnetospheric ion/electron-

impact-induced N2 dissociation, in the upper atmosphere of 

Titan. The main process driving the fractionation is isotope-

selective shielding by N2 that enhances the photolysis 

rate of 14N15N at lower altitudes. This process of modifying 

the dissociation rate of less abundant isotopomers/

isotopologues is similar to those in the interstellar medium 

(ISM) and solar nebula.

There remains a major challenge to explain the low 
14N/15N ratio for N2 in the atmosphere of Titan. In view 

of our success in explaining the isotopic composition of 

HCN, we believe that the resolution of the nitrogen isotopic 

fraction lies in (1) the photochemistry of NH3, (2) the 

isotopic fractionation of 15N in NH3 photolysis, and (3) 

hydrodynamic escape. It is conceivable that some of 

the nitrogen in the primitive Titan might have been 

sequestered as HCN subduction to the interior of Titan, 

followed by conversion back to N2 which would contribute 

to the isotopic enrichment of 15N in the N2 atmosphere. 

Adopting a generally accepted abundance of the ancient 

Titan's atmosphere, i.e., ~100 bar of NH3, the ratio of the 

mean photolytic rates of NH2D and normal NH3 is 0.83, 

suggesting that atomic H is produced more than atomic 

D. Conversely, the ratio of those of 15NH3 and 14NH3 is 1.25, 

which preferentially generate more 15N than 14N. The 

subsequent chemical reactions will combine two nitrogen 

atoms to form molecular nitrogen, which is heavier than 

ammonia. Consequently, heavier N2 would remain in more 

abundant than lighter species during hydrodynamic es-

cape period, resulting in enhanced 14N15N compared with 
14N14N. A quantitative numerical simulation is currently 

under developing.  
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Fig. 2: The cross sections of 14N15N and 14N14N are computed quantum-
mechanically using the diabatic coupled-channel Schrodinger 
equation technique. Upper: the calculated photodissociation 
cross section of normal N2 at 150 K. Bottom: ratio of the smoothed 
photodissociation cross sections of 14N15N and 14N14N at 150 K (light 
curve, 0.003-nm smoothing; dark curve, 0.1-nm smoothing)




